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ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-SIXTH 
COMMENCEMENT 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, MAY THIRTIETH 
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-THREE 
THREE O'CLOCK 
'.\1EMORIAL FIELD HOUSE 
1973 
COMMENCEMENT OFFICIALS 
Chief Marshal: 
PROFESSOR EDWARD STEPHENSON HANRAHAN 
Assistant Chief Marshal: 
PROFESSOR MAHLON CARL BROWN 
Assistants: 
PROF. WILLIAM FRANKLIN ASHFORD PROF. SAMUEL TURLEY STINSON 
PROF. BEN WALTER HOPE PROF. WILLIAM PATRICK SULLIVAN 
PROF. WALTER EDWIN REGULA PROF. GEORGE WARD, II 
PROF. CHARLES SHELBY RUNYAN PROF. HAROLD LEE WILLEY 
Chief Usher: 
PROFESSOR MARVIN DEMOND MILLS 
Assistants: 
PROF. NEAL GORDON ADKINS 
PROF. RICHARD LOWELL ADKINS 
PROF. CHI HSIN CHEN 
PROF. GEORGE DALE CULNON 
PROF. ROBERT JAMES DILS 
PROF. CHARLES FRANCIS GRUBER 
PROF. JACK JERVIS, JR. 
PROF. WILLIAM GALLATIN KEARNS 
PROF. NICHOLAS CHRISTOS KONTOS 
PROF. PHILIP EUGENE MODLIN 
PROF. ALICE ERTRESVAAG PROF. LYLE FREDERICK PLYMALE 
PROF. MACK HENRY GILLENWATER PROF. JOHN TURKO 
PROF. CHARLES DARNALL WEBB 
,· 
ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-SIXTH 
COMMENCEMENT 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
THE 136TH COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM PRESIDENT JOHN GROVE BARKER, Presiding PRELUDE MUSIC Symphonic Band Professor Robert R. Clark, Conductor PROCESSIONAL - Ceremonial Marches INVOCATION-----···························· The Reverend Fred E. Warren 
President, Huntington Minist.erial Association 
Pastor, Madison A venue Christian Church INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS STUDENT SPEAKER ········---- --- Mary Jane Holley Brenner CHORUS - "Sing Unto God" ......................................................................... : .... Paul Fetler 
"I Will Praise Thee, 0 Lord" .................................... Knut Nyst.edt Symphonic Choir Professor Paul A. Balshaw, Conductor INTRODUCTION OF COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER John G. Barker COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS ........................ The Reverend Ernest Gordon CONFERRING OF ACADEMIC DEGREES The President of the University Candidates for Bachelor's and Associat,e Degrees Dean of the Chapel Princeton University Teachers College ----··---··············· Dean Robert B. Hayes College of Arts and Sciences ....................................... Dean George J. Harbold College of Business and Applied Science, Acting Dean Ernest W. Cole 
Candidates for Master's Degrees Graduate School, presented by .................................... Dean Herman N. Weill Candidates for the Honorary Degrees, Dr. William K. Easley Vice Prsident for Academic Affairs George H. Crumb, Doctor of Music Ernest Gordon, Doctor of Humanities GREETINGS ·····-············································································· Dr. Robert P. Alexander President, Marshall University Alumni Association "ALMA MATER"·······--- _____ Dr. C. E. and James Haworth Professor John W. Creighton, Leader BENEDICTION RECESSIONAL, "Pomp and Circumstance" .................................... Edward Elgar ALMA MATER Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, May the years be kind to Marshall; We thy name revere: May she grow in fame; May each noble son and daughter May her children fail her never, Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright, Guiding us to truth and light; .As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. (The audience will remain seated during the academic procession and recession) 
CLASS OF 1973 
HONOR GRADUATES 
The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by the gold stoles worn 
with their caps and gowns. 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. 
EDE JANE ASHWORTH DEBORAH LYNN COX (Honors in Spanish) 
REBECCA LOUISE HAUGHT BAILEY 
JANET LEE DOOLEY 
LINDA GAIL BARRETT 
MARY JANE HOLLEY BRENNER 
MARY THERESA BULGARELLI 
REBECCA JO BURRIS 
MARK CALVIN CAMPBELL (Honors in Political Science) COFER DALLAS KAYSER (Honors In Economics) LUCY TYLER LIEBENOW WILLIAM EDWARD SHAMBORA, III (Honors in Sociology) DANA CHARLENE STEPHENS ROBIN CAMPBELL WILLS 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. 
PATRICIA LYNN ADKINS (Honors in English) 
BARBARA ELLEN ASH (Honors in English) 
SHEILA DARLENE BAXTER 
BRENDA SUE WORSHAM BLACK 
LINDA WRIGHT COLLINS 
RUTH ANNE DAVIDSON 
DAVID ALLAN deGRUYTER 
DAVID LEE DuVALL 
ELIZABETH RAYE FISHER 
SHARON LEE CALLISON GANT 
FRANCES HUSTEAD HODGES 
SUSAN ELIZABETH HUFF 
IMOGENE (JEAN) MORRISON 
HUGHES 
SHERYL STEPHAN JAMES 
ALMA ROSE JOHNSON 
DARLENE JO KEMMNER 
JOAN CAROL LAMBERT 
ARTHUR JOSEPH LEUTERMAN 
MARCIA ANN LIDEL 
VICKIE SEABOLT LIPSCOMB 
BARBARA BREWSTER McDOWELL 
MICHAEL TRUEHEART McVAY (Honors in Mathematics) 
ALICE KAY PERKINS 
SANDRA DEMPSEY POORE 
MOLLIE LU SIMMONS 
THOMAS EDWARD SMITH 
JOHN THOMAS TAYLOR 
JACKQULINE KAY VAN HORN 
CUM LAUDE These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. 
JANICE OCRETA ADKINS 
KIMBERLY JOAN ADKINS (Honors in French and Spanish) 
PATTY LYNN BEARD 
JOY TIMMONS BEASLEY 
JOHN EDWARD BOGGS 
BARBARA SUSAN BROWN 
HELEN ROGERS BROWN 
MARY ELIZABETH CARPER 
COLLEEN COLBY 
DEVONA LEA DAVIS 
PEGGY RUTH DAWSON 
ROBERT JACKSON DILLEY 
REIDA LEE DOOLITTLE 
BARBARA GIBSON DOTSON 
.JAMES ARTHUR DUDLEY 
DENNIS EDWARD FERRELL 
REBECCA DILLIE FLOWERS 
DIXIE SEAMAN GILLUM 
DEBORAH BEEVER GRAY 
CAROL MARIE GREENE 
ROBIN GRIFFITH (Honors in English) 
DEBRA WATT GUARRIERI 
CHARLES HENRY HAGAN 
SHELLEY ELIZABETH HAGE 
.JAMES C. HA(;ER 
.JUDITH ANJ H�AUER s11ff foBEt'T �f-i!/l��e�(Honors in Political Science) 
JOSEPH BENJAMIN HEAD (Honors in Economics) 
KATHRYN LYNN HIGHLEY 
CAROLYN LOUISE HOAG 
.ROBERT LEE HOSKINS, ill MARCIA NOTTER IRWIN BOYD JARRELL, JR. JAMES DONALD JUDE MICHAEL WILLIAM KEENER PATRICIA JEAN KOSINSKI PEGGY ELAINE LAKE MARGARET JOAN TOWE LEGG SHARON RAE LEGG LAURA JOYCE LIND CHARLES RICHARD LINKOUS GARY DOUGLAS LOVEJOY LECIA DIANN LUNSFORD ANNE WINTERS MALLOW JOY JERGUSON McCOMAS PAULA_ NICKLES McDERMOTT JAMES BURTON MEADE, II PAUL SAMUEL.MEADE RICHARD THOMAS MILLS (Honors in English) WANDA JUNE MOORE KAREN LIEVING MORRISON CAROL A. MOTTESHEARD JANE TAYLOR MOULTON SUSAN ELIZABETH LILLY NOLAND ADELE LILLIAN PANCAKE ROSE THERESA PASQUALE LYNNE COMER PERRY CHARLES DAVID PETIT JODY LYNN RITCHEA CONNIE LYCAN ROSS ROBERT NEAL ROWSEY IRENE MAYNARD RUCKER BRENDA REDMAN RUSSELL 
MATTHEW RUTHERFORD 
ROBERT HUGH SCAGGS 
PATRICIA JEANE SHARPS 
MARILYN KAY SIMMONS 
SARAH ANN SKEEN 
MARTHA JO MAYNARD SLATER 
GEORGE FREDERICK SNYDER 
JEFFREY LAKE SMITH 
MAE O'BRYAN STALLARD 
TERESA MARTIN STARK 
DANIEL RAY STEELE 
KAREN JANE TALIAFERRO 
BETTIE HOLBROOK THOMAS 
SANDRA KAY THOMAS 
JANET LYNN THOMPSON 
KATHY LYNN THOMPSON 
LARRY JO TOLER 
MARTHA JOAN TONEY 
RUTH CAROLYN TOWLES 
MONIQUE JACQUELINE VAN DAMME 
WILMA LEE VANNOY 
JOANETTE MARIE WARD 
KATHY SUE WATSON 
LINDA OSBOURN WELCH 
JIMMIE ROBERTS WELLMAN 
SANDRA LYNN WERSTLER 
DEANNA LYNNE WHITE 
BRENDA GRIMMETT WILLIAMSON 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE CANDIDATES The associate degree honor graduates are distinguished by the red stoles worn with their caps and gowns. 
WITH HIGH HONORS These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. 
BARBARA CLAWSON HARTMAN 
WITH HONORS These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. 
SUSAN NEAL BARTA 
CAROL JEAN BOWERS 
MYRA ANNE BURGESS 
COZETTE MARIE COOKE 
BARBARA FAINE DONAHUE 
DONNA MARIE KLUESNER 
HARRIETT ONA LAYNE 
RITA MARIE McDONALD 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
The following seniors will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United 
States Army, May 13, 1973. 
*DEAN RONALD BOONE, USAR (Adjutant General)
ROBERT DeLANE COCHRAN, USAR (Infantry) 
RALPH EDWARD HUGHART, USAR (Armor) 
DENNIS EARL RAINES, JR., USAR (Infantry) 
REGINALD DENNY ROGERS, JR., USAR (Signal Corps) 
The following named seniors have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the 
United States Army since May 1972. 
HENRY CLEVELAND BOWDEN, III, USAR (Armor) 
*WILLIS EVANS COOMBS, USAR (Infantry)
ARTHUR BLAIR FULLER, JR., USAR (Medical Service Corps) 
PAUL LAWRENCE HAMILTON, USAR (Ordnance) 
*ROBERT GORDON HUTCHINSON, USAR (Armor)
STANLEY RAYE LAWSON, USAR (Infantry)
ROBERT EDWARD McDONIE, USAR (Transportation Corps)
CHARLES EDWARD NEASE, USAR (Armor)
STEVEN MEADOWS PENNINGTON, USAR (Corps Engineers)
DALLAS KYLE THACKER, USAR (Adjutant General)
GARY FAIN THOMPSON, USAR (Medical Service Corps)
DAVID LEWIS WESTFALL, USAR (Transportation Corps)
*Distinguished Military Graduate
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
Teachers College 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SUSAN FLORENCE SMITH AARON 3BARBARA ELLEN ASH 
1BRENDA WHITE ADAMS 1DENNIS CLINTON ASHWORTH 
1MARY CATHERINE ADAMS EDE JANE ASHWORTH 
RANDY DALE ADAMS DORA JAN ATKINSON 
DEMMIE DARLENE ADKINS 11RIS JACKSON AUCIELLO 
3ELIZA SANSOM ADKINS SHARON WEYER AUNE 
GOLDEN BUTLER ADKINS 3JUDITH MELHORN AURENTZ 
JANICE OCRETA ADKINS DEBBRA ANN BAILEY 
2JOHN ADKINS, JR. 3LOREN ELISHA BAILEY 
KIMBERLY JOAN ADKINS NIKKI ANNE BAILEY 
CATHY LYNN AKERS RHONDA LOU BAILEY 
JAMES STEVEN ALBRINK 2GUY EMERSON BAISDEN 
ELIZABETH ANN ALDERSON JAMES HALE BAKER 
LAURA JACQUELINE ALDRIDGE 1REDA SANDERS BAKER 
JUDY GILLENWATER ALFREY THOMAS EDWARD BALDWIN 
REBECCA SUE ALLEMAN MARIE ELAINE BALDYGA 
GLEN WARREN ALLEN GEORGE HAROLD BALLARD 
2SALLY ANNE ALLEN JUDITH ANN BANFI 
1NANCY ANDERSON ALLMAN 1ANTHONY MARCUS BARILE 
1NANCY JEAN ANCION 2PAULA BURNETT BARKER 
2MOLLIE LYNN ANNAND GARY CARL BARKER 
DIANE LYNN APP 2MARGARET ELLEN BARRON 
2JOHN BALLARD ARRITT 3PATRICK CARROLL BARRON 
CHARLOTTE JEAN ASBURY PATRICIA GALE BARTLEY 
'NANCY ROBINSON ASBURY 1DAVID MICHAEL BATES 
1 Deg1•ee Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred J'ul:v 14, 1972 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
PAULA GAYLE BATTISTA 
SHEILA DARLENE BAXTER 
KATHY ANN AKERS BRAGG 
MARY JANE HOLLEY BRENNER 
3ANITA MARIE BECKULHIMER BAYS 'LINDA PRUDEN BRITT 
DONALD CHARLES BEACH 
DAVID JOHN BEAKES 
PATTY LYNN BEARD 
DONNA JEAN BECKNER 
DEBORAH JANE BELCHER 
2SHARON MAYNARD BELCHER 
1DAVID JEROME BELL 
REX BYRON BELL 
3SHERILL GIVENS BENDER 
GAYLE MARKHAM BENTZEN 
2JEFFRY WALTER BERGAMYER 
1JOYCE NEWTON BETER 
2THOMAS EMIL BIAS
JEAN FALBO BILLS 
3BRENDA SUE WORSHAM BLACK 
3ANNA JEAN BRUMFIELD BLAIR 
2JOHN TRACY BLAKE
1KAREN BURNETTE BLANKENSHIP 
'BEVERLY LAMBERT BOLEN 
CHARLETA WALLACE BROOKS 
BARBARA ANN BROWN 
BARBARA SUSAN BROWN 
1DALE ANDREW BROWN 
LINDA SUE BROWN 
DIANA CAROL BROWNING 
MICHAEL BROWNING 
1MARY ELIZABETH TELFORD 
BRUBECK 
3CAROL JEAN BRUNNER 
'JUDITH ANN BRYANT 
IRENE ELIZABETH BRYCE 
2EMILY ENLOE BUELL 
BRENDA CAROL BUNCH 
CLIFFORD PAUL BURDETTE 
GARY JERYL BURDETTE 
SANDRA JEAN BURGE 
2MICHELLE BURGESS 
JOYCE LYNN BURLEY 
JO AGNES BURNETT 
BARBARA JEAN BOLEY REBECCA JO BURRIS 
JOSELYN SUSANNE WARTH BOOTH 2PATRICIA ELY BURTON
SHARON KAY BAARMAN BOOTON 'HASSELL RAY BUTCHER 
'NEAL ANTHONY BORGMEYER 
'LARRY PRESTON BOSTIAN 
LINDA KAY BOWERS 
BRENDA KAY BRADSHAW 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 D<;1rree Conferred July 14, 1972 
3ELIZABETH A US TIN CALDWELL 
2LENORA MILLER CALES 
MARION CALLAHAN 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
SHANNON LOU CALLAHAN 1ELIZABETH JANE COMBS 
'JERRY RICHARD CALLEBS 2ANNA FRANCES COMPTON 
TERESA LOUISE CAMPBELL ROI LEA CONRAD 
'EDDIE ALAN CAPPER KATHLEEN MARIE COOK 
MARY ELIZABETH CARPER 3KENNITH HAROLD COOK 
LAWRENCE EDWIN CARTE 'LINDA KAREN COOK 
KATHY WARDEN CARTER 1WILLIS EVANS COOMBS 
LARRY DONALD CARTER ANGELA SUE FERGUSON COOPER 
2QUINNIE MAYNARD CHAFIN 2NORA ALICE SHELTON COO.PER 
'CYNTHIA ELIZABETH CHAMBERS 2RUSSELL EDWIN COPELAND 
DAVID THOMAS CHAMBERS 'SUSAN LOUISE CORNELL 
'DEBORAH GAIL CHAMBERS KAREN ELIZABETH CORRIE 
JUDY RADNOCZI CHAPMAN 'TERRY OWENS COSTA 
'STANLEY JOHN CHARZEWSKI 1KAREN DILLON COTTRELL 
VICTORIA LYNN CHESLICK 3SALLY JANE COURTS 
JOAN ELIZABETH CHIKOS 2CAROLYN FRANCES COX 
PAMELA CHRISTAKOS DEBORAH LYNN COX 
'CLOYD MICHAEL CHILDERS MARY E. COX 
'PATRICIA ANN CHILDERS PRISCILLA MAE COX 
3DANIEL NATHAN CLARK KIMBERLEY PROCTOR CRABTREE 
'JERRY ALFRED CLARK KARON KAY CRAYTON 
'ROBERT DANIEL CLEEK FRANCES VIRGINIA CREIGHTON 
KELLER MESSINGER CLIMER NANCY HOWERTON CROCKETT 
ALVIN EDWARD CLINE REBECCA LOU CROCKETT 
BARBARA JANE CLINE 'CAROL STOUT CROW 
'RICHARD LEE CLINE DEBORAH ANN CROW 
WILLIAM EDWARD CLOUGH, JR. 'JOELLENE CRUM 
JAMES MICHAEL COLLINS CYNTHIA CUNNINGHAM 
LINDA WRIGHT COLLINS 2JACKIE SUE CYFERS 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred Au11:ust 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
REBECCA LOU DABNEY 
SAMMY DALE DALTON 
3LINDA KAREN DAMRON 
1WESLEIGH ELMER DANIEL
RUTH ANNE DAVIDSON 
DANNY O'DELL DA VIS 
DEVONA LEA DAVIS 
EDNA LEE DAWSON 
NANCY FRANCES DEAL 
CAROLYN ANN DEAN 
'EDWARD LEE DEEDS 
2RUFUS FRANKLIN DIAMOND, JR.
JENNIFER KAY DICKINSON 
'CRAIG MICHAEL DICKSON 
'GLORIA DAY DILLON 
GERALDINE JONES DINGMAN 
SARAH BROWN DIXON 
RHONDA LEE DOLIN 
1 SUE BAYS DONIFF
2THOMAS FRANCIS DONINI 
REIDA LEE DOOLITTLE 
BARBARA GIBSON DOTSON 
2BETTY ANN DOUTHITT 
REGIS BARRY DRISCOLL 
'ROSE ELLEN DUBA 
LYNN CATHERINE DUNCAN 
MARY ELIZABETH DUNCAN 
'
1LINDA BROWN DUNFEE
CARLOTTA DYER 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred Jul:, 14, 1972 
PAMELA JUNE EANS 
MARY ELLEN EARL 
1TRUDY HUDSON ELAM
1WILLIAM RODNEY ELLIS
'DIANE ROSE ERVINE 
JOSEPH ESPINOSA 
HELEN ZALESKI ESTEP 
2GRACE CHIRICO EVANS 
'REBECCA ANN EV ANS 
CHARLES HOWARD FAHRENZ 
3ELEANOR HUMPHREY FANNIN 
YVONNE GRAY FARLEY 
2SHELLEY SMITH FEAZELL
CLARA HART FELTY 
WILLIAM DAVID FERGUSON 
CATHERINE HYATT FERRELL 
"MARSHA SWEPSTON FERRELL 
CYNTIDA ANNE FERRO 
JANET GAIL FIELDS 
2RICHARD JACOB FIELDS
2TRUDA DIAN FIELDS
NANCY ELLEN FITZWATER 
KAREN MARIE MERRITT FLANNERY 
CHRISTINA KAE FLEMING 
1 PHILLIP ROGER FLESHER 
'REBECCA DILLE FLOWERS 
1PEGGIE SUE BAILEY FONDUK
3LANA BRENNAN FOREMAN 
PHYLLIS JEAN FORTNER 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
JUDITH ANN FRAME 
STEVE WAYN FRAME 
3LINDA SUE FRANCIS 
JUDY FRASHER 
KRISTIE LYNN FRASSINELLI 
JAMES F. FRAZIER 
ROBERT PETER FRAZIER 
1JACKIE FRYE 
NANCY CURRY FRYE 
3MARY EVELYN FULLEN 
1 ARTHUR BLAIR FULLER, JR. 
MARK GERALD GAGNIER 
CHRISTINA GRAY GALLAHER 
1SHARON LEE CALLISON GANT 
RALPH FREDERICK GARDNER 
3JUDITH LYNN GARRETT 
'LINNIE MARTHA GARRETT 
HALE WOODROW GAY 
3SUSAN CARDER McCLINTIC GEE 
1PATRICIA KAYE GEHO 
1NORMA FITCH GENSLER 
MARIE DIANE GERKEN 
3PAMELLA CHERYL GILKERSON 
DONALD RAY GILLMAN 
JEWELL MULLINS GILLMAN 
1DIXIE SEAMAN GILLUM 
1GEORGE THOMAS GILLUM 
ALBERT JOSEPH GLEMSER, JR. 
'BRENDA SMITH GODDARD 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
ROBERT AULTON GOODRICH, JR. 
1JUDITH LYNN GRADY 
PATRICIA JO ORR GRAHAM 
1ROBERT LARRY GRAHOVAC 
JAMES ROGER GRATE 
1 DEBORAH BEEVER GRAY 
LAWRENCE EMIL GRAY 
1CAROL MARIE GREENE 
JOHN MARTIN GREENWALD 
BETSY GOODE GREER 
1 DEBORAH ANN SCOTT GRESHAM 
ROBIN GRIFFITH 
2JANE FOWLER GRIMMETTE 
2JUANITA FOWLER GRIMMETTE 
CYNTHIA ANN GRIZZELL 
1SHARON FAYE GRUBB 
DEBRA WATT GUARRIERI 
2SHELIA KAREN SPRATT HAGAMON 
1SHELLEY ELIZABETH HAGE 
HENRY CUE HAGER, III 
'JAMES C. HAGER 
MARY CATHERINE HAGGERTY 
BEVERLY ANN HALL 
1CAROLYN PYLES HALL 
JUDY ANN HALL 
PAMELA LYNN HALL 
KATHRYN ANN HALLEY 
SHERRY DURST HAMM 
2THEA JANE HAMRICK 
-
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
JUDITH ANN HANAUER 
JANET MARGARET HANLEY 
DAVID PHILIP HANLON 
DEBORAH JOYCE HANNAN 
RUSSELL LEE HARBOUR 
3DOVETTA LOVEJOY HARLESS 
'SALLY WILLIS HARLESS 
'GA YTHA SUE EDWARDS HARRIS 
2MARION LEE HARRISON 
BRENDA ADKINS HARSHBARGER 
REGINALD THOMAS HART 
1>Eboroh l,._lfln,,, H,u.rle'f 
DORIS JEAN HARVEY 
2BURMA HIGHLANDER HATFIELD 
"PAULINE NOE HATFIELD 
2RODNEY BRUCE HATFIELD 
'SHELBY PHILISTA - CHARLENE 
HEARD 
PATRICIA LYNN HEIB 
TANYA DIANE HELTON 
1JAMES HOWARD HENDERSON 
2MAUDELLEN ROUSH HENRY 
SHEILA DA VIS HENSLEY 
2ALICE SUSAN HENSON 
SUSAN KAY HIBBARD 
MARSHA PHILLIPS HICKOK 
3ROBERT ARLEN HICKS 
'JACQUELINE SUE HILL 
1 NIKOLAS McGRADY HILL 
'MARY SUSAN HILLEARY 
2MARGARET JEFFRIES HISSOM 
CAROLYN LOUISE HOAG 
FRANCES HUSTEAD HODGES 
SUSAN LENORE HOGSHEAD 
JOHNDA MOONEY HOLBROOK 
ROGER LEWIS HORNE 
DAVID EARL HOUCK 
'JOHN WILLIAM HOUCK 
JAMES DAVID HUBBARD 
'PAULETTE LUCILLE HUFFMAN 
IMOGENE (JEAN) MORRISON 
HUGHES 
BOBBIE RAE HUMPHREY 
2BEVERLY JEAN HUMPHRIES 
LETCHER LOVE HUMPHRIES 
'JULIA INSCO HUTCHISON 
'BRENDA CLINE HUTZLER 
3DONNA RUTH GASSAWAY IAMS 
MICHAEL JOHN ILNICKI 
3BRENDA EV ANS IRBY 
JAMES LEWIS ISAAC, JR. 
CATHERINE CHARLOTTE JACKE 
1NANCY ANNE JACKSON 
JOYCE ANN HICKS 'JANET EASTHAM JANES 
MICHAEL GERWAINE HICKS '1BOYD JARRELL, JR . 
.aKATHERYN LYNN HIGHLEY AUDREY VONCEDIA JENKINS 
HENRIETTA ALDERMAN HILEMAN MICHAEL GETHEN JENKINS 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
NANCY MULLER JENKINS PAUL KEITH LAMBERT 
1ROSE ANN JENKINS SUZANNE MARIE LAMBERT 
3ALMA ROSE JOHNSON 1ROBERT STEPHEN LAMBERT 
1MARLA SUE JOHNSON SALLY MARGARET LANDACRE 
ISUZANN SLOAN JOHNSON 3JACK ARTHUR LANE 
FRANKLIN HENRY JONES PATRICIA ANN LANGFORD 
1LOLA ROSS JONES SYLVIA BONITA LARKIN 
DIANA PRATT JORDAN CAROL HENDERSON LATKIEWICZ 
DENISE JUART BERYL ANISE LAYNE 
IJAMES DONALD JUDE 1PHYLLIS SUE LAYNE 
GARY LYNN JUSTICE 2WILMA DEAN LAYNE 
3SHELLEY RAE CAPLAN KAHLE SHARON KAY LEE 
JOSEPH DANIEL KAVANAGH, JR. IVENIDA ANN LEE 
IREGENA PUGH KAVANAGH 2DONNA JOHNSTON LEGG 
MICHAEL WILLIAM KEENER 1MARGARET JOAN TOWE LEGG 
DARLENE JO KEMMNER IJAMES CALVERT LeMASTER 
3RICHARD WAYNE KENDALL SALLY ANNE LEIMKUHLER 
2KELLY KNIGHT KESSLER MARK DIMITRIOUS LEWIS 
1ANTOINETTE LYNN KIENLE ICHARLENE DAWN ROBERTS LEWIS 
3KAREN DAVIS KINDER IKRISTINA KITTLE LEWIS 
IHENRY LEE KING IROBERT BRUCE LEWIS, JR. 
IHAROLD LEE KINSINGER MARCIA ANN LIDEL 
JOSEPH PATRICK KIRK LUCY TYLER LIEBENOW 
PATRICIA JEAN KOSINSKI KAREN FARRIS LILLY 
PAMELA MICHAEL KROUSE CHARLES RICHARD LINKOUS 
3FRED HERBERT LACY VICKIE SEABOLT LIPSCOMB 
LEO GERALD LAKE JANE ALLISON LITTLE 
1PEGGY ELAINE LAKE 2ROSEMARY CHRISTINA LOGAN 
JOAN CAROL LAMBERT 3GENEVIEVE ROBINSON LOHR 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 De&"ree Conferred July 14, 1972 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
TED RICHARD LPHR 
ALICE LOUISE LOMA 
3WILLIAM THOMAS LOSEE 
DIANA LESLIE LOUDEN 
'STEPHEN HOWARD LOVEJOY 
LINDA LEE MALUSKI LOZITO 
2THOMAS JOHN LOZITO 
'KITTY LYNN LUCAS 
LECIA DIANN LUNSFORD 
'JOHN McCLUEN LUTES 
EDDIE LEROY MAIN 
ANNE WINTERS MALLOW 
DEBORAH ANN MALOTT 
LISE SMITH MARCUM 
RALPH MARCUM, JR. 
FRANCES MARRO 
BARBARA CARTE MARTIN 
JANE ANN MARTIN 
'JOHN THOMAS MARTIN 
'MARY MARGARET MARTIN 
'STEVE ANDREW MARTIN 
ROGER DALE MASSIE 
DELORES MATHIS 
"LOUISE CAROLINE MAUCH 
GAYLA MARISE MAY 
SUSAN MORRIS MAY 
DIANA LYNN MAYNARD 
JUDITH JOY MAYNARD 
CONNIE LYNN JACKSON McCAGG 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred Au.Kust 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
'DONALD FLOYD McCALL 
'ATHENA KARANTONIS McCARTHY 
'EILEEN MARSHALL McCLAIN 
3RODNEY LYNN McCLANAHAN 
1JOY FERGUSON McCOMAS 
1JUDITH McCONKEY McCOY 
2SHIRLEY RATLIFF McCOY 
2BANE FRANCIS McCRACKEN 
PAULA NICKLES McDERMOTT 
3ROBERT EDWARD McDONIE 
3BARBARA BREWSTER McDOWELL 
2JANET LOUISE McGINNESS 
'JAMES MARTIN McKENZIE 
MARY ANN McLAIN 
1TERRY CHARLES McMAHON 
HAROLD DEWEY McMILLION 
'CELIA MORELAND MEADOWS 
JEFFREY BOYD MEADOWS 
1BONITA ANNETTE MEDLEY 
"BARBARA BECKETT MEEK 
1CHERYL CHRISTINE MERCER 
DIANE LYNN MEYER 
JULIE ANN MILES 
"DENNIS CLYDE MILLER 
EILEEN McKAY MILLER 
"KATHERINE WILLIAMSON MILLER 
3LINDA CAROL MILLER 
MARK ALBERT MILLER 
SUSAN ADELE MILLER 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
3SUSAN MA YE BRYANT MILLER RICHARD THOMAS MILLS MARY QUILLIN MONTGOMERY 
;!tbf J6ti J88t�t::
3GAIL PATRICIA MOREHOUSE 
1GLENN RUSH MORGAN LINDA SUE MORGAN 
2KAREN LIEVING MORRISON LINDA FERN MORRISON 
3CAROL A. MOTTESHEARD 
1JANE TAYLOR MOULTON 
1 MARTHA MULLINS 
3SILAS WILLARD MULLINS, JR. 
2KENNETH WAYNE MUNKEL DEBORAH McINTYRE MURDOCK 
2PHILLIP DAVID MURPHY 
1 STEPHEN REX MURRAY 'FRED ANTHONY MURROCK 
1 REBECCA ANN MYNHIER 'PATSY CURRY NAPIER 
3NORA KARLENE JANES NAPIER 'PETER J. NAPUTANO DIANE GLENORA NAYLOR 'BRUCE STEPHEN NEALE 
2CHARLES EDWARD NEASE 
3ELSA NEGRON 
3CAROLE ELIZABETH NESSIF JAMES STEVEN NESTER VALERIE SUZANNE NEWMAN 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
2ROSEMARY LANGDON NEWTON 'JAMES GARLAND NIBERT MARY REBECCA NIBERT 'LINDA FLEMING NICELY GLORIA ANN NICHNOWITZ 
2BRENDA STAFFORD NOE ROSANNA NOGOSKY DEBORAH LEIGH NOLAND SUSAN ELIZABETH LILLY NOLAND 
2BRENDA CYRUS NORRIS 
3WILLIAM JOHN O'CONNELL 
2LUANE RITA OLSON RUDELL V. O'NEAL 
2CAROLYN SUE ONG 
1 BARBARA MARTIN OOTEN 'ELIZABETH JANE ORD GARY ORSINI RODNEY DAVID OURS 'GARY DUANE OUTMAN 
2 ALICE SCAGGS PACK 
2CORINNE PADGETT ADELE LILLIAN PAN CAKE BARBARA LYNN PARSLEY ROSE THERESA PASQUALE 'CHARLES ERNEST PATTERSON LINDA JOYCE PAULEY 'VICKI LYNN PAULEY MICHAEL STEPHEN PAVLIK DEBORAH EGGLETON PAYNE 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) FREDDIE DOSS PAYNE, JR. 
2MARION ELLIS PEAK 'SUSAN GILLISPIE PECK 'CYNTHIA PHYLLIS PERA 'ALICE KAY PERKINS 
2BESSIE MEDDINGS PERRY 'DAVID ZANE PERRY 
2DON E. PERRY 
2ELIZABET'H TRAVIS PERRY LOIS LASLEY PERRY LYNNE COMER PERRY FRANCES GULIELMA PERSUN 'MARY DIANNE PERTEE PENNY MARSHA PETIT SANDRA ELLEN PHARES LYLA HUGHES PITTENGER WENDYSUE PITTS ANNE ELIZABETH POLAND .aNANCY LOVE POMMERENCK MARY ELIZABETH POOLE SANDRA DEMPSEY POORE JASPER KEITH POPP FRANCIS LEA PORTER 'RICKEY V ANZIL PORTER 'BEVERLY JO PO'ITERSNAK 
3P A TRICIA GAIL POWERS 
2HOMER KEITH PREECE 
2LARRY GENE PRICHARD ALEXIS ANN PROKLEVICH 
l Degree Conferred December 20. 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
JAMES EDWARD PUGH, JR. 
2IRENE SUE PYLES 
............ � .t,-' ,..+ .I. 1 ,.._.,..,AT&-PATRICIA RAFACZ 
2P AMELA JOHNSON RAGLAND GERTRUDE IRENE RAINES 'LYNN ANDREW RALBUSKY 
3RENO JOSEPH RAMELLA DELYLIA GAIL RAMEY 
2ANNA MARIE RATCLIFF MARTHA LEE RATLIFF CANDICE KEYSER REED 'PATRICIA ALLEN REED 
3KENNETH RAY REFFEITT JANE ELIZABETH RENNER 'LYNDA LOUISE REYNOLDS CHARLOTTE JEAN PRITT RICH 'DELORES KAY RICHARDS SHARON ROSE RICHARDS 
3BILLIE ANN RIEDEL 
2JUDITH HODGES RIFFE ELIZABETH WARNER RIGGALL 'JESSE FRED RILEY JODY LYNN RITCHEA "DAVID LEE ROACH "PATRICIA BROOKS ROACH 'CAROLYN SUE ROBERTS CYNTHIA SOVINE ROBINSON KAREN FA YE ROBINSON 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) VIRGINIA GAIL RODNEY RALPH DALE ROOD 'ANNE WALDRON RODRIGUEZ LARRY ALLEN SCOTT 3JACK ASHLEY SEAMONDS JOSEPH HOWARD SEIVER 'JOSEPH WILLIAM ROEDERSHEIMER 'LYNDA GAIL SETLIFF 'TERRY KEISTER ROESER 
2DA VID RANDALL ROG AR 'CONNIE LYCAN ROSS THOMAS EDWIN ROWE 'VICKIE GALL ROWE 
3IRENE MAYNARD RUCKER STEPHEN BRENT RULE SUSAN KIMBERLI RUMBURG CHARLES KENT RUNYAN 'LINDA STEAR RUNYAN BRENDA REDMAN RUSSELL 'PHYLLIS KATHRYN RUSSELL SHARON ANN RY AN CATHERINE FRANCINE SABOL ELIZABETH CORNELIA SALTON JOANN SAMMONS DIANE MARIE SAMPSON 
3CAROLYN CRADDOCK SAMSON 
2SHARON SANDY ROBERTA LYNN SANTMYER TERESA LYNN SARSFIELD 
1 ELIZABETH MEADE SARTIN 'JANICE LYNN SAYRE GERARD THOMAS SCHUCK DOROTHY PENN SCOTT 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
CAROL SUSAN SETTER PATRICIA JEANE SHARPS MICHAEL LYNN SHEETS BONNIE JEAN SHOCKEY PATRICIA JOBE SHOEMAKER 
2DEBORAH SHOFFSTALL 'ROBERTA JEAN SHUMATE JOAN L. SIMS 'CHARLOTTE JEAN SIR 
2MARJORIE DIANE SISK WYLMA CAROLE SKEAN 
3FRANCIS HOWARD SKINNER PEGGY JAN SLACK WILLIAM STEPHEN SLACK 
3ROBERT LEE SLONE 'LINDA LAWRENCE SLUSHER 'DENNIS MICHAEL SMITH FREDERICK EVERMONT SMITH, JR. CARMA JO SMITH 'JOSEPH OGDIN SMITH La WAYNE HA YES SMITH 
2LINDA WHITE SMITH RITA QUILLEN SMITH 
1 SALLY ANN SMITH 
3SHARON BOOHER SMITH 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) SHIRLEY ANN MILLER SMITH 
3W. B. DOUGLAS SMITH WILL M. SMITH "ALICE NELL FERGUSON SNIDER 
2DOUGLAS LEE SNODGRASS PHYLLIS HOWARD SOUTHERS BRENDA MAE SOW ARDS STEPHEN LLOYD SOW ARDS ROSE MARIE SP ANO AMY CA THERINE SPENCER HELEN FRYE SPENCER JACK EUGENE SPENCER 'JOHN EUGENE SPENSKY BETTY MONEY SPRY 
3REBECCA PORTER SPURLOCK JUDY RUNYON STAFFORD RAYMOND GLENN STAFFORD MAE O'BRYAN STALLARD LESLIE ANN STANLEY STEPHEN ALLAN STANLEY FREDERICK DIAH STARK MICHAEL CLINE STATON 
..r" "" C. llcn Sfe.e./ e_ DANA CHARLENE STEPHENS 'JACK CUMMINGS STEPHENS BUREN EUGENE STEWART 
2CLYDE KELLY STEWART "WILLIAM RICHARD STEW ART 'LESTER NORMAN STOLLINGS 'VICKI ARKELL STONE 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
DEBORAH JEAN STONER 
2CLYDE TIMOTHY SULLIVAN, JR. 'JANE LEE SUTTON 'KATRINA DAWN DICKERSON SWANN 'REBECCA MARIE SWEDA MARK WILLIAM SWEENEY KAREN JANE TALIAFERRO "EUNICE HALL TAYLOR 'KAREN ELAINE FLETCHER TAYLOR 'LINDA DIANE TAYLOR DORA ELLEN TEMPLETON "FRANCES ANN TEUBERT 'MARSHA ALENE TEUBERT 'DALLAS KYLE THACKER BETTIE HOLBROOK THOMAS 
2LLOYD EUGENE THOMAS SANDRA KAY THOMAS 'JACKIE DONALD THOMPSON "JANET LYNN THOMPSON LISA PETITTO THOMPSON 
3MARSHA LOUISE THOMPSON 
3SUSIE BELLE THOMPSON CARL THOMAS THORNBURG 'DEBORAH RUTH THORNTON 
2BARBARA JANE TIPTON AUDREY LILLY TOLBERT 'MARGARET JANE TOLLIVER 'JACK L. TONEY MARTHA JOAN TONEY 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
3CARYL BUTTERBAUGH TOTH ELIZABETH ANN SWAUGER WEISS 
2CHARLES DAVID TOTH 1LINDA OSBOURN WELCH 
KAY RUNKLE TRACY 2JIMMIE ROBERTS WELLMAN 
3YANTUS GERTRUDE TRIPLETT LAWANA JOY NISWANDER WELLS 
JOAN ELLEN TRUE 2CHERYL YEATER WELLS 
ALICE KAY RULEN TUCKER 1DAVID LEWIS WESTFALL 
'RICKY CHARLES TURNBOW 1ROBERT RAYMOND WHARTON, JR. 
KATHI KAY TURNER 2MARILYN VIRGINIA WHIPKEY 
2ELIZABETH JANE BEARD TYREE 1JAMES MICHAEL WHITE 
PENNY ANN PAXSON VAN HORN 2SEVERN LOIS WHITE 
1VICKI LYNN VANKOVICH FRANCES KAY WICK 
ELAINE KAREN VARNEY 1DONALD WAYNE WICK 
GLEN OLIVER WADE 2CHARLES MICHAEL WILLIAMS 
MICHELLE LYNN WAGERS DONNA RUTH WILLIAMS 
DORETTA HAYS WALKER 1ROBERT LEWIS WILLIAMS 
1JIMELLE WALKER BARBARA JANE WILLIAMSON 
BERNARD DEAN WALLER 2BRENDA GRIMMETT WILLIAMSON 
JAMES MICHAEL WARD GENEVA M. WILLIAMSON 
JOANETTE MARIE WARD 2MARY HERALD WILLIAMSON 
MARILYN LOUISE WARD ELIZABETH BARRETT WILLS 
RETA LYNN WARNER ROBIN CAMPBELL WILLS 
3TERRY ROGER WARREN 2BETTY WAYNE WILSON 
CHARLES WARRICK JAY THURMAN WILSON 
KATHY ELIZABETH WATKINS 3JOHN LEE WISEMAN 
KATHY SUE WATSON 2STEPHAN JOSEPH WISNIEWSKI 
1SHARON ELAINE WATSON DAVID RAY WITHERS 
3ROBERT LEE WATSON BARBARA ANN WITTERN 
1SHIRLEY MARSHALL WATSON TONYA DUNFEE WOOD 
BARBARA WEBB MARIE CAROL WOODRUFF 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 D�ree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
TEACHERS COLLEGE (Continued) 
'STEVE CURTIS WORLEY 
ROSANNE WRIGHT 
FRANCES BURLEY WYSONG 
VICKI LYNN YOST 
2LA WRENCE RUDOLPH YOUNG 
LEE ONDUS YOUNG, JR. 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 D�ree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
MARILYN SUE YOUNG 
2MARY DOUGLAS YOUNG 
'GLORIA JUNE YOUNGBLOOD 
'MARY ANN ZERVOS 
2LILLY WALLEY CLINE ZIGMOND 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DANNY LEWIS ADAMS 
1CARL IRVIN ADKINS 
3LORETTA JANE ADKINS 
PATRICIA LYNN ADKINS 
1WILLIAM GARY ALFORD 
LINDA ANN ALUISE 
3TIMOTHY CARL AMBRO 
LARRY KEITH AMOS 
SHERRY KIM BALLARD 
GEORGE DONALD BARR 
BONITA SUZETTE BARRETT 
1STEPHEN LEE BARTRAM 
WILLIAM KENNETH BAYERT 
JOY TIMMONS BEASLEY 
KATHLEEN BERGERON 
1SAMUEL MICHAEL BERGIN 
JOHN ROBERT BLAINE 
1PATTY SUZANNE BLOSS 
2GEORGE JOHNSON BOGGS 
MICHAEL STEVEN BOGGS 
JOHN MICHAEL BROWN 
BARBARA LEGG BRUMFIELD 
MARY THERESA BULGARELLI 
GEORGE MATTHEW BURNS 
DAVID RUSSELL CALVERT 
MARK CALVIN CAMPBELL 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
CLAUDE RICHARD CANTERBURY, II 
2JERRY LESLIE CARTER 
1 LINDA JOY CASTEEL 
2RALPH CARL CAUDILL, JR. 
1 ARLEN BARRY CHAFIN 
COLLEEN COLBY 
RAYMOND LUTHER COLEMAN 
2THOMAS LOUIS COLEMAN 
ROGER LEE CONLEY 
3DA VID LASSITER COOK 
2REBECCA MARIE ELIZABETH COOK 
OTIS WAYNE COOPER 
2DA VID LEE CURNUTTE 
JENNIFER CURREY 
ROSS PRESTON DANIEL, III 
1KENNETH FRANK DARMS 
RONALD REX DA VIS 
PEGGY RUTH DAWSON 
BEVERLY JEAN DEAL 
MARY LISA deGRUYTER 
MARK ALAN DILLON 
WILLIAM A. DODSON, JR. 
JANET LEE DOOLEY 
2PAULETTE DENESE DOTSON 
2KATHERINE KLEIN DREGER 
1DAVID ALAN EAKLE 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (Continued) 
LINDA PAINTER ESPINOSA JOSEPH BENJAMIN HEAD 
PAULA JO ESTEP 'JEANETTE MARIE HILL 
2DAVID ANDREW FALLER HASKELL HAROLD HOLLEY 
MICHAEL FANNING 2HARRY KESTER HORNISH, JR. 
'THOMAS YOUNG FERGUSON ROBERT LEE HOSKINS, III 
2DENNIS EDWARD FERRELL SUSAN ELIZABTH HUFF 
2BRUCE CARLTON FERRIS 3RANDALL ALAN HUPP 
JOHN CONRAD FIEDLER 'LARRY EDWIN HURLEY 
ELIZABETH RAYE FISHER WILLIAM DAVIS IRELAND, II 
DAN RICHARD FLANNERY 'MARCIA NOTTER IRWIN 
JAMES MICHAEL FOY SHERYL STEPHAN JAMES 
DEBRAH FRAZIER 'CHARLES WILLIAM JARRETT, III 
LINDA GAIL PHILLIPS FUCHS 2ROBERT CHARLES JARVIS 
2CAROL SUE RUSSELL GAAL 2JAMES ALLEN JENKINS 
'SPIRO GAGRICA 2ROLAND LEONARD JOHNSON, III 
'EDWARD STEPHEN GALLAGHER SALLY ANN JOHNSON 
2ROBERT WAYNE GATEWOOD 3SUSAN LYNN JORDAN 
JAMES LEE GILES 'THOMAS WESLEY JORDAN 
3PAUL VERNON GILLETTE 2RAE LYNN KABAT 
2CATHERINE COLLEEN GOHEEN COFER DALLAS KAYSER 
'JOHN HOWARD GORE 2DAVID ALLEN KING 
ANGELA DODSON GREEN R. MICHAEL KIRTNER
'TERRY LYNN GRIFFITH 'SHIRLEY RUTH KLEIN 
MILDRED LILLIAN HALL 'ROBERT ANDREW KOPP, JR. 
3PAUL LAWRENCE HAMILTON ANNA LAURA KOVICH 
ARNETT AULTIE HARRAH, III 'SALLIE LYNN KRIPPENE 
3GERALD ALLISON HARSHBARGER 3JAMES RICHARD LAPE 
LINDA SUE HART YVONNE NATALIE LEFTWICH 
STEVEN ROBERT HAYES LARRY LOUIS LEROSE 
1 Degree Conferred December 20. 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (Continued) LAURA JOYCE LIND THOMAS HULL LONG GARY DOUGLAS LOVEJOY 'JOHN RANDOLPH LYNCH THOMAS WILLIAM MALCOLM JOSEPH PA UL MARINO 
2JOHN CHARLES MARSHALL LINDA SUE MASSEY 
1 HARRIETTE LYNN MATTHEWS SHARON NELLIE MAURER 
3GAREN DOUGLAS MAYNARD 
2RONALD ZANE McCANN CAROL ANN McDOWELL KATHRYN JEAN McGINNIS 
2HAL BRUCE McMAHON JULIE ANN MERCER 'DAVID MORSE MONTGOMERY 
3CHARLES DUDLEY MOORE HARRY FLEMMING MORRIS, III LAWRENCE EMORY MOYER MARK FRANKLIN MULHOLLAND GARY LEE MYERS PEGGY BETH NELSON WALTER ARMAND NOYES 'JOHN WILLIAM ONDERKO MARY JANE PEDDICORD 
2CHARLES DAVID PETIT NANCY ANN PETRIE TED JAMES PHILYAW 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
NANCY SHOCKLEY POLINO JAMES CURTIS POWERS 
1 ROBERT STEVEN PROWSE 
3WILLIAM L. REDD ROGER MICHAEL RICE 
2LINDA SHARON RICE 
1 BILLIE JEAN ROBERTS RONALD HERBERT ROESER REGINALD DENNY ROGERS, JR. JOHN B. ROMANO 'BARBARA JEAN ROUSH 
2PATRICK GEclms ROWE 'STEPHEN RANDALL RUBENSTEIN 'RANDALL GUY RUMBERG MATTHEW RUTHERFORD TONY EMMANUEL RUTHERFORD 
3FREDERIC ANTHONY SAFKO JOHN CHARLES SARK 
2ROBERT HUGH SCAGGS 
2ELLEN LOUISE SCHNITZKER 'MICHAEL WAYNE SHAFER WILLIAM EDWARD SHAMBORA, III ANN CURTIS SHA YE 
3SCOTT E. SHEPHERD 
I MOLLIE LU SIMMONS 
I SARAH ANN SKEEN 
2MARTA JO MAYNARD SLATER 
3STEPHEN LITZ SMITH JOHN ROY SNIDER 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (Continued) GEORGE FREDERICK SNYDER CORAL LEE SPENCER 
(Honors In Speech) 1JEANNETTE SPOORMARY RUTH ELLIOTT STAERKER TERESA MARTIN STARK 
2MICHAEL LEON STARN THOMAS JOSEPH STEVENS JUDITH JACQUELYN STEWART FRED B. STONE 
2CAReL DONALD SULLIVAN 
2DONNA JEAN SWEENEY DEBORAH RENEE SZAKS MARK ALAN TAYLOR 
1WILLIAM ERNEST TAYLOR 1JEROME HOWARD THOMASKATHY LYNN THOMPSON ROSCOE WILLIAM THOMPSON, JR. LARRY JOE TOLER JOYCE CECILE TONER RUTH CAROLYN TOWLES PAUL DAVID TRIPLETT GARY ANTHONY TUMMINELLO 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
3CAROLYN RENEE VANCE MONIQUE JACQUELINE VAN DAMME VICTORIA BOYD VAN DYKE WILMA LEE VANNOY MARTA KAYE WALDORF 
1 ROBERT EARL WALDRON 
3MARI ELLEN WALKER RHONDA KAY WALLACE 
1 VAUGHAN ALDRED WALLACE COFER LEE WALLS DEBORAH JEAN WELLS SANDRA LYNN WERSTLER RICHARD ALAN WHITNEY 
..:T'•lir, -.r,c. w,,�es DAVID LYNN WILKINSON JOSEPH LOUIS WILMER JAMES DARL WILMOTH GILBERT LEE WILSON 
2SUSAN JANE WINTER MADELINE LYNN WITHROW JACK DELBERT WOMELDORF, JR. 
2CRYSTAL EDWARD WORKMAN 
2LEON YANNACCI 
1JOHN DA YID ZOOK, JR. 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (Continued) BACHELOR OF SCIENCE GLEN CURTIS ALLIN 'JAMES DAVID BARRETT STEVEN LEE COLLINS 'WILLIAM CHAPMAN CROUCH, JR. TERESA ANN CUTLIPP 
I ARTHUR DA VIS DAVID ALLAN deGRUYTER ,u�c.d nrr UM .......... -n'W,A· 'CHARLES JOSEPH DRUMMOND 'DAVID EDWARD DYKE DAVID MISKEL ELLER JAMES JOSEPH FULLER 
2 AMY CURRY GOAD "CHARLES HENRY HAGAN CAROLYN SUE HANDLOSER 'ERMEL FLEMING HARRIS, JR. 'JAMES LEE HARTLAGE 
3GARY CLIFFORD HATFIELD JEANNE LAVINIA REISMAN 
1HOWARD STEVENS HILLEY, III THOMAS MICHAEL HOFFMAN 'WILLIAM PATRICK HOLBROOK 
2DONNA LOU HOLDREN CLARA ALICE JUDY DAVID NEAL JUNKER MARY ELLEN KAZAR JOHN FRANKLIN KESSLER ARTHUR JOSEPH LEUTERMAN 'LARRY ALLEN LONG 3GARY ALLEN LOWTHER DOUGLAS SCOTT LUCAS 2JOHN LESLEY LUSHER JOSEPH HAMILTON MARSHALL 'TOM MAYBERRY, JR. 'IRA STEEL McCOY, JR. MICHAEL TRUEHEART McVAY PAUL SAMUEL MEADE 'WILLIE MILAM 'SAMUEL MICHAEL MUCH LYNN STUART POWERS 'NANCY LOUISE PROTZMAN STEPHEN CHARLES RAPER 'MARGARET ELLEN ROUSH CHERYL LYNN SHORT 'JEFFREY LAKE SMITH KENNITH LYLE SONGER, II 3BYRON DOUGLAS STEELE DJOHAN JOHN SURYA JOHN THOMAS TAYLOR 3GARY FAIN THOMPSON 'JACK RICHARD TRAYLOR, JR. CHARLES ERNEST WARD 'LOUISE ANNE WOOD BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
2DA VID RAY DUBOIS RICHARD ALLEN McDONIE 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
DANIEL RAY STEELE 
2JOHN LESLIE WELCH 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS A.ND APPLIED SCIENCE BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 'RALPH LELAND ADKINS, JR. STEVEN MICHAEL ADKINS JOYCE ANN AKERS JOHN ALBERT ALUISE 'WILLIAM W. ANDERSON 
3GEORGE McILWAIN ARNOLD JENNY JOHNSON ARTHUR GEORGE WAYNE AUXIER 
2JOHN WESLEY AYERS, III MARK STEVEN BAILEY JOHN EDWARD BOGGS 'MICHAEL HARRY BOICE 2HENRY CLEVELAND BOWDEN, III 2JAMES DOYLE BRADLEY 'JACK RAY BRAMMELL, II 'GARY DOUGLAS BROOKS DONALD LEE BROWN LINDA BURKS BROWN 2JAMES WITHROW BURKE THOMAS LEE BUTCHER REBECCA LOUISE HAUGHT BAILEY 2CLIFFORD CANTERBURY, JR. LAWRENCE JOHN BALKA VIOLA KA YE BALLARD 
2JOHN MARK BALLENGEE DANNY DALE BARBOUR JOHN ROBERT BASILE 'RONALD DANIEL BASILE 'HENRY EUGENE BAYS 
2BILLY RAY BELCHER 
1 HARRY ELLIS BELL, JR. 'WILLIAM CHARLES BERTALAN 
2ROBERT ELLIOTT BILLUPS MICHAEL RAE BISHOP 
2PAUL DOUGLAS BISSETT, JR. 
I STEVEN EARL BLAKE 
3DONALD LEON BLANKENSHIP GABRIEL LUKE BLATT 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
JOHN WILLIAM CARENBAUER, JR. 'JEFFREY RHODES CARPER RICHARD ALLEN CHAPMAN 'DAVID ALLEN CLARK HENRY WILLIAM CLARK, II 'HUGH LAWRENCE FLOYD CLARK 
2THOMAS PATRICK CLARK ROBERT DeLANE COCHRAN 
J!"M,.,-.,we +o o1,,'J ,,.+ e,,• tiWILLIAM HAROLD COOKE 'T. RICHARD COOPER, JR. 
2CLA YTON LEE CREMEANS DAVID MORRIS CUNNINGHAM JENNIE SUSANNE DA VIS JOHN MARK DEAN MARQUIS JOE DEARDORFF 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND APPLIED SCIENCE (Continued) JAMES HOWARD DELIGNE 'NEWTON EARL GRAHAM 
ct,cl ,..t �tl'tlll9r1ti811Ml·ll-114101f ,.-"'4'. CASSANDRA GRAMBOS RONALD OWEN DEVRICK THOMAS RICHARD GRAY ROBERT JACKSON DILLEY MICHAEL TERRY GRAYBEAL BILLY DAVID DILLON, JR. 'STEPHEN MICHAEL GREATHOUSE 
2ROBERT LEE DINGESS BRUCE ALLAN HAMILTON 'DANIEL PETER DOHERTY LEE MICHAEL HAMPTON DAVID LEE Du VALL 2THOMAS HERBERT HANSON 'EMMA LOU DONAHUE DYER TERESA DIANE HARMAN PAMELA KAYE ELLIS STEPHEN HARRISON HARMON 'MILLARD RAY ELLIS BRENDA HUGHES HARSHBARGER 
2STEPHEN HENDERSON ELLIS MA URI CE FRANKLIN HARTZ ROBERT OTTERBEINE ERRETT, JR. 'TERESA HANDLEY HARVATH 'ROBERT EARL ESTEP, JR. 'JAMES MICHAEL EVANS KENNETH LEE FARMER 'GARY MARSHALL FELTY 'JAMES GRATTON FISHER, II THOMAS ROY FITZGERALD LOURDES JOSEPHINE FLEITES DENNIS JOHN FOLEY RODGER A. FORD 'CHARLES WILLIAM FOSTER 
3ANDREW BROOKS GARRISON 'JOEL ARTHUR GENSLER GREGORY SCOTT GIBSON 
2EUGENE RALPH GILKERSON 
1 RICHARD FRANK GOGOL 'JOHN STEVEN GOLDSMITH 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
RONALD LEE HATFIELD WILLIAM ALLEN HEADEN JAMES F. HEITZENRATER 
3ROGER ALLEN HESSON DONALD LEE HICKS 
3BLAIR MINTER HOLDEN, JR. 
2ROGER LEE HOPSON RICHARD PAUL HOUVOURAS JOHN JACOBS HOVEY RALPH EDWARD HUGHART JOHN DALE HUNSAKER 'WILLIAM SANFORD HURTZ 
3ROBERT GORDON HUTCHINSON MICHAEL LEE HUTCHISON 'WILLIAM ELMORE IRONS, JR. 'JAMES OSCAR IRWIN 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND APPLIED SCIENCE (Continued) 
1 LARRY CLAUDE ISOM JERRY WAYNE ISON 
2ALVIN BRUCE JEFFERS 
1PAUL FREDRICK JOHNSON 
1JACK THOMAS JONES RICKARD ALLEN JONES 
3NOEL LEE JORDAN JOHN DEAN JUDE JOHNNY EUGENE KENDALL 
2JOHN JACOB KENDELL, JR. ,'.)KEITH EDWARD KIDDER CHARLES ROBERT KUHN, JR. CHARLES WILLARD LaFON 
2CATHERINE CRICKARD LANDERS 
2SANDRA WISINSKY LANE 
2LARRY DALE LAPELLE 
2RALPH FRANK LAUERMAN, JR. 
2CHARLES CREIGHTON LEADINGHAM SHARON RAE LEGG 'CARLTON DALE LeMASTERS ROBERT ALAN LERNER ERIC ALLEN LIPSCOMB 'JOHN STEPHEN MARCUM 
2THOMAS LEO McCARTHY ANGELIA ROSE McELRATH 
1JAMES GEORGE McFARLAND 
1GERALD DEWAYNE McKINNEY DONALD MELTON McNEAL 
1 Degree Conferred December 20. 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
1 CHARLES LEWIS McQUINN JAMES BURTON MEADE, II 
2JAMES ALLEN MEADOR 
3RICKEY STEPHEN MEDLEY JOHN STEVEN MEISEL DENNIS RAY MILLS 'ROBERT GARLAND MILLS 'CURTIS LANDON MOORE 'LAWRENCE ANDREW MOORE, JR. 
2WILLIAM ALBERT MORDICA, III CLARENCE WILBUR MORRISON, JR. STEPHEN KENT MULLENS 
1 DAVID ERNEST MULLINS 
3STEPHEN NELSON MYLES 'ROBERT CHRIS MYNES 
2FRANCES GALE NEAL 'CHARLES CONRAD NELSON DENNISION LEE NIBERT RANDALL PHILIP NOLL 
1DALLAS LEE O'DANIELS 
1CHESTINA WILLIAMS OURS 
2PETE PANTELIS PANTELOUKAS FRAN MARIE PEMBERTON MICHAEL CRAIG PEPPERS GREGORY LEE PERDUE 
2JAMES DOUGLAS PERRY 
2DA VID LEE PLANTS 
2PAUL DARRIS PLUMLEY RICHARD LEE POWERS 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND APPLIED SCIENCE (Continued) 
2RUSSELL R. PRIDDY, JR. 2WILLIAM MARSHALL STEVENS 
1WALTER SIMPSON QUATE JOHN WADE STEWART 
LOUIS JOSEPH QUITONI, JR. KEITH WALKER STEWART 
1ROBERT MICHAEL REGULSKI 
WILLIAM ROBERT RIGGALL 
JOYCE ANN RILEY 
2LARRY GENE RINE 
OSWALD LANGFORD ROACH 
1RICHARD ALLAN ROBERTS 
1DAVID CHARLES RODDY 
JOHN GREGORY ROW 
ROBERT NEAL ROWSEY 
1FREDERICK ANDREW SALEM 
2PHILLIP LEE SCAGGS 
2HARRY WILSON SCOTT 
3GEORGE DAVID SHAFER 
1STEPHEN LEE SIDRLEY 
MARILYN KAY SIMMONS 
2ROGER WILLIAM SIMMONS 
2LARRY EVERETT SMITH 
MICHAEL FLOYD SMITH 
2MORRIS HARVEY SMITH 
ROY ARNOLD SMITH 
1THOMAS EDWARD SMITH 
WILLIAM GERALD SNYDER 
2SAMUEL DAVID SOUAN 
FRANCES LOUISE STALEY 
3RICHARD MORRISON STEWART 
DON EMERSON STONE, JR. 
JANE BETH ATKINSON 
· STONESTREET
1PATRICK ODELL STOVER 
2HARRY BURR SULLIVAN 
1DA VID LYNWOOD TALIAFERRO 
GARY ALBERT TAROLA 
'GARY EDWARD THABET 
MARK ALAN THACKER 
"MARTHA TOLLEY THOMPSON 
2JEFFERY HUGH THORNTON 
1LARRY THOMAS TIPPETT 
"THEODORE NEIL TRUSLOW 
LARRY ALBERT TUCKER 
EDWARD KEITH TURNER 
CHARLES RICHARD TUTWILER 
1VICTOR DONALD VILLANOVA 
STEPHEN JACKSON WADE 
DENNIS EDWARD WALTON 
2BILLY DON WARD 
2STEPHEN ROBERT WARD 
JAMES WELLINGTON WARNE, JR. 
'RICKEY OWEN WEATHERHOLT 
WILLARD CLIFFORD STAPLETON, JR.
3FRANK RENSHAW WHEELER 
3JAMES THOMAS STARBUCK 
DEANNA LYNNE WHITE 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
8 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND APPLIED SCIENCE (Continued) 
3DONALDSON LESTER WHITE, JR. KAREN KATHLEEN WILLIS 
JOSEPH MICHAEL WHITE 2WAYNE ALLEN WILSHER 
2SHARON LEE WHITE STANLEY ALBERT WOOD 
2ROBERT HENDERSON WILHELM 
DANIEL LYNN WILLIAMSON 
MICHAEL DUWARD WILLIAMSON 
JERRY LEE WILLIS 
1RONALD LEE WOODDELL 
2EDMUND ROSS WOTRING, JR. 
3LESTER EDWARD YANCEY, JR. 
RICHARD WEYLAND YARBROUGH BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
JAMES ARTHUR DUDLEY 
JOHN MICHAEL FRAZIER 
WILLIAM MICHAEL HOFFMAN 
KENNETH JOHN SKONE 
GARY DAVID VERNATTER BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
3EARL DAVID BEVINS 
GREGORY CARL BROXTERMAN 
RICHARD LESLIE CONE 
1JAMES ALLEN EPPLEY 
RANDY BLAKE FRY 
ROBERT EDWARD KELL 
1STEVEN MEADOWS PENNINGTON 
3ROBERT PURCELL, III 
CHARLES DOUGLAS WOODRUM, JR. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
1LINDA GAIL BARRETT 
1HELEN ROGERS BROWN 
1SANDRA DARLENE ESTEP 
NANCY KENNEDY JETER 
1EDITH MARIE MOODY 
1CONNIE LYCANS MYERS 
1ELIZABETH MARTINDALE NEAL 
1CHERYL CAMPBELL OLSON 
1CONNIE ANN COOKE PULLIN 
1JACKQULINE KAY VAN HORN 
1 AMY VIRGINIA WARD BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY 
1DAVID PRESTON ALLEN 
1T. CHRISTOPHER O'CONNELL
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
1MARGENE JOHNSON SMITH 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND APPLIED SCIENCE (Continued) 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE 
1TERESA JOY ATKINS 
JUDITH ANN BALLINGER 
CAROL JEAN BOWERS 
2DEENA JAN BROWNING 
1MARSHA GAIL COATES 
COZETTE MARIE COOKE 
3CONNIE LOU COTTLE 
CAROL SUE CRIGGER 
JOETTA LOIDSE CROWDER 
SHARON JEAN GREEN 
3JUDY HENDRICK HALL 
JANE SIDTER HATFIELD 
HARRIETT ONA LAYNE 
SUSAN KAY LEWICKI 
BARBARA LOU LYCAN 
'PATSY IRENE McKINNEY 
SUSAN MARIE MUEHLHAUSSER 
PATRICIA LYNN PAULEY 
2CATHY LYNN PORTERFIELD 
MARY DIANE POWERS 
DIANA SUE RAY 
1CAROL SUE SHANKLIN 
3SARA ELLEN SMITH 
DEBORAH LYNN TALERICO 
2JANE ANN WARD 
1LINDA SUZANNE WILLIAMSON 
3CHARLEE ALEISE ADKINS WILSON 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE IN NURSING 
JENNIFER LEE AKERS 
ELOISE SLASH BARNETT 
SUSAN NEAL BARTA 
ELIZABETH JILL BELLEW 
MARY ELLEN BERGQIDST 
JOHN MICHAEL BOOTEN 
MYRA ANNE BURGESS 
LONA ACKERMAN CHAFIN 
JAMES WENDELL CONLEY 
ELSIE McCREARY COREY 
ETHEL ELAINE DAMEWOOD 
REBECCA HUMPHREYS DA VIS 
1KAREN SUE DICK 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Dea"ree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
BARBARA FAINE DONAHUE 
BETTINA DOYLE 
MARY REBECCA DUNN 
DONNA LUCILLE BAYS FAULKNER 
DOREEN LIANNA FORREN 
GWENDOLYN SUE FRAZIER 
ANGELA CRADDOCK GAINER 
JUDITH SMITH GANNON 
VIRGINIA ROUSH GILLISPIE 
THOMAS JOSEPH GIOMPALO 
ALICE GREGORY HALL 
BARBARA CLAWSON HARTMAN 
ELIZABETH ANN HINDSON 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND APPLIED SCIENCE (Continued) 
WALLACE BENJAMIN 
HOUSEWORTH, JR. 
PENELOPE DOUGLAS HOWELL 
1KAREN PACK JONES 
DONNA MARIE KLUESNER 
CHLOE BETH MAHAFFEY 
KATHY LOUISE MAYNARD 
PAULA GAIL McCOMAS 
RITA MARIE McDONALD 
SUSAN MARILYN McLAUGHLIN 
CHRISTINE LOUISE MILLER 
PATRICIA RAILEY MOORE 
NANCY JO NORTON 
3NANCY JEAN SACCO 
VICKIE LYNN MARTIN SHORT 
KAREN LEE ELLIS STANLEY 
CATHERINE JOETTE SUMMERS 
BRENDA LEWIS THORNTON 
VICKI DIANE WEST 
CHERYL LEE WHITEMAN 
GLORIA WILBURN 
CYNTHIA KAY WILCOX 
RICHARD CARVEL WILLEY 
HELEN JERLENE RHODES WOOD· 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY 
1RUBY DANIELS CANTERBURY 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
8 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE 
Graduate School 
MASTER OF ARTS 
2GLENNA CAROLYN AKERS Counseling Marshall University 
2SHARON WEST ALBERCHINSKI Reading Education Marshall University 
2WILLIAM MACK ANDERSON Political Science Ohio University 
2DIANNE SUE ARMS Elementary Education Marshall University 
LARRY TAYLOR ARTRIP Counselina-Marshall University 
3MARTHA BEN BACKUS 
Art Marshall University 
CAROLYN ANN BAILEY Counseling Marshall University 
3KAREN LYNN BAILEY Business Education West Virginia Institute of Technology 
3CLARA BETSEY BAKER Business Education Morehead State University 
2SANDRA LYNN GRAVELY BALL Counseling Marshall University 
2KENNETH LEE BARBER Counseling Marshall University 
3MARTHA GLASGOW BARBER Elementary Education Marshall University 1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14-, 1972 1RITA DARLENE BARNES Counseling Glenville State College CHARLES RAYMOND BARNETT Educational Administration Marshall University DAVID OLIN BARROWS Psychology Morris Harvey College 2JAMES DONALD BARTLETT English Ottawa University CAROLYN HAISCH WATKEYS BAYLOUS Special Education Marshall University 1JOHN FRANCIS BEECHERCounseling Wisconsin State University JOYCE MARIE BEGGS Economics Concord College 2RAMONDA ROACH BELLEGIA Reading Education Marshall University 2DOROTHY MARIE BENNINGFIELD Business Education Campbellsville College 1LOWELL DWIGHT BLACKSocial Studies Marshall University 2HELEN CHARLOTTE CLARK BLANKENSHIP E_arly Childhood Education Marshall University 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 
PATRICIA SHARON MERRITT 
BLANKENSHIP Special Education Marshall University 
2JOYCE FRANK BROWN Counseling West Virginia Institute of Technology 2ARLENE DINGESS CARTER Special Education Marshall University 2SANDRA HELENA CARTER Counseling West Virginia State College 
DOROTHY OWREY CASKEY 
OLMA YVONNE ARCHIBALD BROWN Counseling English Morehead State University Marshall University 
MARY HESSON BROWNING Counseling Marshall University 3KATHRYN ANN BURNETT Library Science . Education Rio Grande College 2REBECCA CRAWFORD BURNS Speech Morris Harvey College 2KARL THOMAS BUTCHER Counseling Marshall University 3CATHERINE TURNER BYRD Speech Marshall University 3DONNA STALEY CADE Elementary Education Marshall University 2DENNIS MICHAEL CALDWELL Educational Administration Marshall University 
1DELORA JEAN CALL Elementary Education Marshall University 2DA VID STANLEY CASTLE History Marshall University 3ORALEE SKIDMORE CHAPMANElementary Education West Virginia State College 1ORLIN BRUCE CIDLDERS Educational Administration Concord College 1 MARVEL M. CLINE Special Education Morris Harvey 'College 2VIVIAN BLAINE COBB Music Virginia Commonwealth University BENJAMIN ROY COLEMAN, JR. Educational Administration Marshall University 1 MARY WHITE COMER Business Education Concord College GARY JOE COMONYAK Political Science Marshall University VIRGINIA KAY COOK 
"JACQUELYN ROCKWELL CARPENTER Counseling Library Science Education West Virginia University 
2JIMMY LEE CARPENTER Educational Administration Fairmont State College Marshall University 2DENNIS ROY COOPER Physical Science Marshall University 3LILLIAN BASS COOPER 
1JACQUELINE DELORES CARRINGTON History Special Education Morris Harvey College Bluefield State College 1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 2 Degree Conferred Augwt 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 1KATHRYN HALL COREY English W eat Virginia State College 
3MABEL FRANCES COREY Elementary Education West Virginia State College 
1SUE CAMPBELL COTTRILL Counseling Concord College 
2MARY FAITH COX Counseling Morris Harvey College 
HARRY NYE CRAMER Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University 1COSMA SHAHEEN CRITES Counseling University of Miami 2CATHERINE MARTIN CUMMINGS Speech Marshall University 1GEORGE MAYO CURRY Communication Arts Marshall University 
PAMELA KAY CURRY Counseling Marshall University 2GLEN WILLIAM CUTLIP Reading Education Glenville State College 1THOMAS CLYDE CYRUS English Morris Harvey College 
2SHARON KAY DAMRON Business Education Marshall University 3HELEN WHEELER DA VIS Elementary Education Fairmont State College 
JAY EDWIN DEANE Political Science Marshall University 
DEBORAH MAYNOR DEMMLER Social Studies Marshall University 1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 LENA CODY DILLON Counseling Morris Harvey College 2ELDEAN RAMEY DOSS Special Education Marshall University 2WILLIAM HERBERT DREGER Counseling Marshall University 3PATRICIA LOUISE EATON Business Education Marshall University 1JOSEPH MICHAEL EDMONDS Economics Marshall University 2DA VID HARVEY EDWARDS Educational Administration Marshall University 1 ANN VENZ ELCESS English Rio Grande College 1 NANCY SALISBURY ENGLAND Early Childhood Education Pikeville College 'WILLIAM JOHN ENTLEY Physical Science Morris Harvey College 2LINDA GARRISON ERWIN Counseling Marshall University 3MAXINE RICHMOND FABER Art Morris Harvey College TERRY WAYNE FEIGHT Art Salem College 2LOU ANN TRIPLETT FENNEY Special Education Marshall University RICHARD BARRY FILLMORE Educational Administration Marshall University STANLEY SHAYNE FLETCHER Educational Administration Marshall University 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 
CHARLES ALLEN FREEMAN Counseling Shaw University 
3KAREN JANE FREEMAN Home Economics Marshall University 2LILLY MAE FRANCIS Special Education Marshall University 2EDWARD DANIEL GARRETT Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University 
1ELIZABETH ANNE GAY Elementary Education Marshall University 
GARY BARTON GENTRY Psychology Marshall University 2THOMAS HOWARD GIBBS Educational Administration Baylor University 2GREGORY GIKAS Secondary Education Marshall University 
SANDRA McCOMAS GIVEN Art West Virginia State College 
.aBETTY LOU GOODIN Reading Education Marshall University 
1MARY JO ASHLEY GOODRICH Educational Administration Marshall University 
c2VIVIAN JOYCE SHELTON GRAHAM Library Science Education Marshall University 
.aCAROL PECORA GRANT Special Education West Virginia Institute of Technology 
1MARY ESTHER JEFFREY GRAY Elementary Education Morris Harvey College 
1DAVID FLEET GREENE Counseling Morris Harvey College 1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 3JANET PAULINE GREEN Music Glenville State College KRISTINE LEE GREENWOOD Speech Montclair State College 3FLARA CANTERBURY GRIMES Elementary Education Marshall University 3VIRGINIA MONTROSE GROVES Elementary Education West Virginia State College 3MARLENE COOK GRUBB Special Education Morris Harvey College 2CLAUDIA CHLOE ELAM HACKLER Special Education Marshall University 2ROBERT JOSEPH HAGAMON Special Education Marshall University JANE McCOY HAMBRIC English Marshall University LAJENA BARKER HARPER Secondary Education Bryan College 2BARBARA LEE HARRIS Special Education Fairmont State College 2SARA GRANT HARRIS Early Childhood Education Marshall University 1CAROLYN COSTEN HARTENBACH Elementary Education Marshall University 2ROBERT DOLPH HASKIN Counseling Concord College JAMES MARSHALL HATFIELD Elementary Education Marshall University CHERYL JEAN HAWKINS Counseling Marshall University 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 2RICHARD LEE HAYCRAFT Educational Administration Ohio State University 
THOMAS BERNARD HAYES Speech Montclair State College 2LINDA ANN PETTRY HAYNES Elementary Education Marshall University 2BETTY LUANN HEFNER Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University 2IRVIN FRANKLIN HUGHES Counseling Glenv!lle State College JAMES LOIDE HUGHES Counselina' Morehead State University 2CAROLYN BRINDLE HUNTER Reading Education Marshall University 2PEGGY CARTMILL HUNTER Psychology Berea College 
RUSSELL LAWRENCE HEINLEIN, Jr. 2AMY CALLIHAN HURT Psychology Marshall University 3WILMA SHEPHERD HEMLEPP Counseling Marshall University 
1JOAN FARRIS HENRY History Marshall University 
2STEPHEN WAYNE HENSLEY Counseling Marshall University 3BEATRICE SAMPLES HERRON Educational Administration Morris Harvey College 
1 ANDREW LEE HINKLE Psychology West Virginia University 2DA VID EMERSON HOFFMAN Secondary Education Marshall University 
JO ANN HOFFMAN Sociology West Virginia University 2GARY CURTIS HOLLANDSWORTH Special Education Glenville State College 3SUE ELLEN HARPER HORN Speech Morris Harvey 3JERRY KENNETH HORNE Educational Administration Marshall University 1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 Secondary Education Marietta College 'JOHN FREDERICK RUSSELL, ill Educational Administration Marshall University 3PATRICIA JUNE HYLBERT Business Education Glenville State College 2MARK GORDON HYLTON History Morris Harvey Colleire 2ELSIE TEETER JAMES Counseling Alfred University 2LILLIS LUCILLE SADLER JARVIS Special Education Concord College 3JERRY LESTER JARRELL Educational Administration Ohio University 3ROSA LEA CLINE JEFFREY Elementary Education Marshall University 2CONNIE GAYLE JENKINS Secondary Education Marshall University 3PAULA JEFFREY JENKINS Secondary Education Marshall University 1VIVIAN SEE JOHNSON Special Education Marshall University 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 
1CHARLENE PAWLUSIAK JONES NANCY VIRGINIA LONG Elementary Education Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University Queens College 
JAMES RICHARD KAUFMAN 1DOLORES MILES LOVETT Sociology Psychology Wichita State University West Virginia State College 
WILLIAM JOSEPH KEHOE 2FRANK SAMUEL LUCENTE 
Economics Counseling University of Cincinnati Fairmont State College 
•MARY VANCE KENNEDY JOHN CAMPBELL LYTLE Library Science Education Art Concord College Morris Harvey College 
"WILLIAM LARRY KENNEDY "MARY FIKE LUSK Educational Administration Music Marshall University Marshall University 
"MARY LOUISE UPTON KILKENNY 2JOANNE MAGNANI Special Education English Marshall University Wheeling College 
LARRY MASON KING 3MARION CHARLES MAJHER Psychology Art Marshall University Marshall University 
3JOHN DAVID KIRKLAND 2JANET YVONNE PARKER MALOY Psychology Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University Michigan State University 
2GLARA Y SUE ADKINS LACY GEORGE WILFRED MANNON, JR. Home Economics History Marshall University University of Tennessee 
"NORMA JEAN LACY JUDITH BOYER MARKHAM Elementary Education Business Education West Virginia State College Fairmont State College 
LILLIAN ROW LAISHLEY AGNESANNE VILLINSKI MARTIN Secondary Education Communication Arts Marshall University Marshall University 
SUSAN JANE ANDERSON LANG WILLA JANE MASSEY English Early Childhood Education Indiana University Glenville State College 
2JAMES CARL LAWHORN "MICHAEL PETER MASTROIANNI Speech Counseling Marshall University Marshall University 
2MARGARET WHEELER LEWIS 2ELIZABETH KREBS MATTOX Elementary Education Music Marshall University Marshall University 
3BETTY LOUISE LILLY 2EVELYN McNEER MAY Special Education Special Education Morris Harvey College Marshall University 1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 2 Degree Conferred AUl{ust 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 
JOANNE MARIE MAZZA Political Science Marshall University 
JAMES MARSHALL McQUERREY Music West Virginia Institute of Technology 
1JOAN PAUL McDONALD Psychology Maryville College 
3EDWARD POWELL McKOWN 
Music Glenville State College 3LIND.A! LAMBIOTTE McKOWN Speech Glenville State College 
1SHARON STINSON McMILLION English Concord College 
2DA VID RANDOLPH MEADOR Educational Administration Concord College 2MYRA JUNE WHITE MEANS Elementary Education Morris Harvey College 2EARNEST ALLEN MESSINGER Counseling Marshall University 
DENNY RAY MILLER History Marshall University 2EDGAR WAYNE MILLER Counseling Marshall University 
THOMAS MONROE MILLER, JR. Counseling Marshall University 2PATSY ANN MOLLY Special Education Marshall University 
2MARTIN EUGENE MONTGOMERY Educational Administration Marshall University 
JANET RyKOSKEY MOORE Counseling Marshall University 1 Degree Conferred December 20. 1972 2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 8 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 2HARRISON SYLVESTER MORRIS Special Education Bluefield State College 2CHARLES MARVIN MULKEY English Concord College CYNTHIA WARREN MULLENS Counseling Marshall University 1JOHN LEE MULLENS Educational Administration West Virginia University CONSTANCE JOHNSON MULLINS Secondary Education Marshall University JOYCE WARREN MULLINS Counseling Marshall University MARGARET ANN MURPHY English Concord College 3GWENDOLYN BAILEY MUSSER Elementary Education Concord College 3ROBERT GEORDON MUSSER Secondary Education Concord College 2RONALD KEITH NICHOLAS Counseling Marshall University 'JACK EDWARD NICHOLS, JR. Educational Administration Marshall University 'LINDA CAROL NICHOLS Counseling Marshall University 3GRANVILLE DRURY NIXON, JR. M.usic Marshall University 2JACQUELYN PERO OBLINGER Communication Arts Morris Harvey College GENEVIEVE O'HARA English West Virginia 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 
ALEXANDER DORSEY OSBORN Counseling San Jose State College 
2THOMAS REED OWENS Educational Administration West Virginia State College 
2CLIFFORD WAYNE OXLEY Secondary Education West Virginia Institute of Technology 
JUDITH ANN PACK Psychology Fairmont State College 
2LINDA DYKES PANTILI Counseling Concord College 1DELORIS PATRICIA PARSONS Social Studies Morris Harvey College 
2LARRY EDWIN PARSONS Counseling Glenville State College 
REBECCA LEE PAYNE Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University 
KENNETH LaDONNE PEARSON Social Studies Marshall University 
1CHARLOTTE ELAINE PERDUE English Bluefield State College 
2CHARLES MICHAEL 
PFAFFENBERGER Social Studies Marshall University 
2CONSTANCE HUMPHREY PHELPS English Marshall University 
.aDAVID TANNER PHILLIPS 
Music Marshall University 
.aROBERT THOMAS PIDLLIPS 
Music Marshall University 1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 "NELLIE PRICE PITTS Special Education Bluefield State College "PATRICIA CECILE BURNS PORTER Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University "MAUREEN CAVANAUGH POWERS Special Education Marshall University 2DONNA JORDAN PRIDDY Library Science Education Marshall University PEGGY JO VARNEY PRIDEMORE Music Morris Harvey College EDWIN JAY PRINCE Bnsiness Education Glenville State College 2PATRICIA ANNE RAVENSCRAFT Communication Arts Shepherd College DONNA MARSHA WYNE RAY Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University 1 ADA LOUISE HANDY RIFE Psychology Marshall University 2WILLIAM LOWRY ROBERTSON Counseling Marshall University VIVIAN REED ROBINSON Secondary Education Morehead State University 2KATHLEEN COVERT ROGERS Speech Pathology and Audiology Ohio University 2ROBINN LEE ROGERS Counseling Marshall University "BETSY RAE ROSS Social Studies Concord College "JAMES JACKSON ROSS Educational Administration Glenville State College 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 
3MICHAEL DAVID ROWSEY Music Marshall University 
3SANDRA SUSAN ADAMS ROWSEY Music Marshall University 
JACQUELYN SUE ROY Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University 
MARCIA LEE SALTZ Counseling University of Miami 
KAMAL SAMAR Counseling Morris Harvey College 
2BETTY THOMPSON SAUNDERS Reading Education Marshall University 
CARL BLAINE SERGENT, JR. Psychology West Virginia State College 
2JOSEPH ALVIN SEWARD English Marshall University 
SARA DA VIS SHACKLEFORD Reading Education Rio Grande College 
'MARY KAY SHAMBLIN Secondary Education Glenville State Colleote 
2WOODIE REX SIMPKINS History Marshall University 
BETTY RUTH ATKINS SINKOVITZ Elementary Education Marshall University 
2MARGARET ANN QUINTIER 
SIRIANNI Counseling Marshall University 
ROY GLENN SKEEN Educational Administration West Virginia State College 1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 2BRENDA MULLINS SKIBO Business Education Marshall University 2EDNA FARLEY SMITH Special Education Ohio University GROVER LLOYD SMITH, JR. Educational Administration Fairmont State College JANET LEE SMITH Counseling Marshall University 'LILLIE HAMILTON SMITH Early Childhood Education Marshall University 3SHARON MILLER SMITH Counseling Marshall University 3SUE CRINGLE SOTO Elementary Education Morris Harvey College 'ROBERT UTAH SPENCER Educational Administration West Virginia Institute of Technology 2MARY CLIFTON BARNEY STALEY Special Education Shepherd College 1LYNDA HALE STEELE Counseling Marshall University 2JOHN WILLIAM STONE, JR. History Glenville State College JOHN ALAN STOOKEY Political Science Marshall University 2SARA MORGAN STRICKLEN Special Education Marshall University 'MARTHA THOMPSON STUMP Educational Administration Marshall University 2NANCY KERNS SULLIVAN Music Shepherd Coliege 
I 
I 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 2SUSAN WINNER SULLIVAN Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University 2JOHN DAVID SUTTON Counseling Fairmont State College 2RUBY HEVENER SWECKER Library Scince Education Berea College 3JOYLENE MORRISON TAYLOR Music Marshall University 
CORA PROFFITT TEEL Art Marshall University 
PAUL EDWARD TEMPLON Music Shenandoah ·conservatory of Music 
CANDIS ROBINETTE THORNTON Elementary Education George Williams College 
iMARTHA JOHNSON TOLER Elementary Education Marshall University 
'MARTA MAGDALENA 
VELAZQUEZ TORRES Counseling College of the Sacred Heart 
ALBERT CALVIN TOTTEN Counseling Concord College 3SUE WHITE VAN MATRE Art Marshall University 2JUDITH CAROL VISSMAN Reading Education Marshall University 2MAXIE PAULEY WARD Special Education Marshall University 2BARBARA PARMELEE WARNICK Speech University of Kentucky 1 Degree Conferred December 200 1972 2 Deirree Conferred August 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14, 197:! GISELA MOELLER WATTS English University of Heldelbei,i 3JAMES PATRICK WAYNE Reading Education Marshall University DANIEL ARTIS WEBB Speech West Virginia University MARION FRANCIS WHITE Political Science Eastern Kentucky State University 2MARICA ANN KENNEDY WHITE Business Education Marshall University 3NANCY CARTER WILKES Elementary Education Marshall University PAMELA SLAUGHTER WILKS Counseling Marshall University 2KENT FOREST WILLIAMS English Marshall University 2MARY FRANCES WILLIAMS Counseling Marshall University 2STEPHEN EV ANS WILLIS History Marshall University 2JAMES DOW WILSON Enirlish Marshall University 3JACOB LEE WITHERS, JR. Communication Arts Marshall University 3SUSAN WILLIAMS WOOD Art Indiana University of Pennsylvania 3CONNIE HAMMOND YOUNG English West Virginia State College 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 2JEAN OSBORN ZIMMERMAN Educational Administration Marshall University 2SANDRA JEAN ZIRKLE Special Education Fairmont State College 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
2HERBERT KENTON ALFORD Biological Sciences Marshall University 
1CHARLES WAYNE ANKRUM Geography Glenville State College 
SEYBERT LEON BAISDEN Vocational Technical Education Marshall University 
3EDITH QUEEN BARBOUR Biological Sciences Marshall University 2LARRY KEITH BELKNAP Health and Physical Education Morris Harvey College 
CHARLES DELANO BISOGNO Biological Sciences Marshall University 
'JACQUELINE COLLEEN BOONE Health and Physical Education Fairmont State College 2WILMA CAROLYN BURTON Biological Sciences Cumberland Colleg-e 
3SANDRA FERZACCA CARROLL Vocational Technical Education Marshall University 
JAMES ERNEST CASE, JR. Geography Concord Colleg-e 
2WILLIAM FENTON CLARK Geography Old Dominion College 
KAREN AGEE CREMEANS Health and Physical Education Marshall University 2JAMES ROY CURRY Geography Marshall University 1 Degree Conferred December 20. 1972 2 Degree Conferred August 18. 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14. 1972 2THOMAS ERVIN DA VIS, JR. Biological Sciences Bowling Green State University 2ROGER LEE DIEDRICH Health and Physical Education Marshall University 1NANCY DOTSON ELY Health and Physical Education Marshall University 2LARRY KEITH EVANS Biological Sciences Marshall University 2CAROLYN SHANK GREEN Vocational Technical Education Marshall University 'HAZEL JOHNSON HALL Biological Sciences Marshall University NICHOLAS STEPHEN HANLON Chemistry Saint Francis College JAMES WILLIAM HARRISON Biological Sciences Marshall University 'DAISEY LEE RUSSELL HOLLEY Health and Physical Education Morris Harvey College 2CHARLES STEVEN JENKINS Health and Physical Education Eastern Kentucky University 'RICHARD BERNARD JORGENSEN Geography Concord College 3FONDA KAREN KING Vocational Technical Education Glenville State College 2PAUL GORDON KNAPP Vocational Technical Education West Virginia Institute of Technology 
CLAUDIA ANN KOL 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 
"RONALD ROY PRICE 
Biological Sciences 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
PA UL ARMSTEAD LAINE, JR. 
Physics 
University of Kentucky 
1EDWIN KING LEE 
Biological Sciences 
University of Illinois 
2MICHAEL LEE LITTLE
Biological Sciences 
Marshall University 
ROY WILLIAM McCASE 
Health and Physical Education 
Marshall University 
1THOMAS JEFFERSON 
McCLELLAN, JR. 
Health and Physical Education 
West Virginia Wesleyan College 
RICHARD ERWIN McCOY, JR. 
Physics 
Marshall University 
·. 
2JAMES HENRY MEADS, II 
Biological Sciences 
Glenville State College 
2MARGARET ERNESTINE MITCHELL 
Biological Sciences 
Berea College 
JANE WHITLEY MITTENDORF 
Biological Sciences 
Marshall University 
GEORGE HURBITE MOORE 
Vocational Technical Education 
West Virginia State College 
c2MICHAEL JAMES MORRISON 
Health and Physical Education 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
JOHN MITCHEL NAPIER 
Vocational Technical Education 
Marshall University 
.j!EMIL CLINE PORTER 
Biological Sciences 
Marshall University 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
Biological Sciences 
Marshall University 
CARL EDWARD PRINCE 
Vocational Technical Education 
Marshall University 
1WILLIAM THOMAS ROBICHAUD 
Biological Sciences 
Belmont Abbey College 
THOMAS JEFFREY RONE 
Geography 
Marshall University 
SHARON DANIELS RUTHERFORD 
Chemistry 
Marshall University 
"SAMUEL LARRY SIMONETTE 
Vocational Technical Education 
Marshall University 
"GERRY ROBERT SOKOL 
Health and Physical Education 
Florida Atlantic University 
"JAMES CLINTON SPEARS 
Vocational Technical Education 
Marshall University 
2 ARTHUR WILLIAM SPRINGSTEEN 
Chemistry 
Saint Francis College 
3EDW ARD MILFORD STARLING 
Health and Physical Education 
West Virginia State College 
2PAUL EDWARD THOMAS 
Vocational Technical Education 
Marshall University 
WILLIAM JAMES URBANIK 
Health and Physical Education 
Ohio State University 
2KHIZAR WAST! 
Chemistry 
University of Punjab 
'MACEL MARTEVA WHEELER 
Geography 
Marshall University 
'MILLARD PATRICK WRIGHT, JR. 
Vocational Technical Education 
Marshall University 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
JOHN JOSEPH APGAR DANA OLIN LADD 
Management Management 
Lehigh University University of Kentucky 
2JOHN GODFREY BERGMAN 2MAXWELL LLEWELLYN LEWIS 
Accounting Management 
University of Kentucky Marshall University 
LINDA CAROL BROUGHMAN GARLAND SELBY LITTON, JR. 
Marketing Management 
Marshall University Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
3WILLIAM HENRY CLAY 1 MICHAEL RAY MAY 
Finance Management 
Marshall University Marshall University 
PHILIP CRAIG COCHRAN JOHN DELMAR PERRY 
Management Marketing 
Cornell University Marshall University 
'GARY MILES CRABB DALE MELBURN PETERSON 
Management Management 
University of Cincinnati University of Missouri 
2PATI SHAW CRABB 'WILLIAM JOSEPH SEIBER 
Finance Finance 
University of Cincinnati Marshall University 
1JOHN GEORGE KENNER FERRELL JAMES LAWSON SIMS 
Management Management 
Marshall University West Virginia University 
ALDERSON DOUGLAS HALE, III 2FREDERIC MATTHEW STINER, JR. 
Management Management 
Marshall University Loyola College 
1ROGER BARRETT HAMOOD 2ROGER DALE WEIKLE 
Management Management 
Marshall University Marshall University 
'JAMES JOSEPH HINTER 2GARY SMITH WIGAL 
Accounting Management 
Glenville State College Marshall University 
'SHAFIQUE JAGTIANI 2WALTER WESLIE WOOTEN 
Management Management 
Ohio University Marshall University 
2RICHARD NICHOLAS KOUREY ROBERT EDWARD YEAGER 
Management Management 
We,;t Virginia Institute of Technology Marshall University 
1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 
2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 
3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Continued) MASTER OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM 
1ESTELLE MARGARET BELANGER Journalism Marshall University 
DEAN RONALD BOONE Journalism Marshall University 
ROGER EUGENE BROYER Journalism Andrews University 
1JANICE SUE GOLDENBERG 
Journalism University of Kentucky 
2DANIEL FRANKLIN HAZLETT Journalism Concord College 1 Degree Conferred December 20, 1972 2 Degree Conferred August 18, 1972 3 Degree Conferred July 14, 1972 3DONALD DOUGLAS HINES Journalism Seattle Pacific College 2JOHN MELVIN JONES Journalism University of Kentucky 'JILL WILLIAMSON MONROE Journalism Marshall University CHARLES WORRELL RHODES Journalism West Virginia Institute of Technology 2CECIL DANIEL WATTS Journalism Marshall University 
HISTORY Marshall College had a problem with its students: "The most decided objection we have to find to any considerable number (of the students) is the tendency to study too long hours, a tendency we are trying to correct ... " The quotation comes from the 1909-10 Marshall College Catalog and one historian has attributed them to President Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added his own wry comment: "President Corbly and his successors evidently met with considerable success in correcting this tendency." The problem of overzealous students may have been exaggerated. In any event, Marshall has had more serious problems in an often-turbulent history extending back to 1837-some 23 years before the state of West Virginia was born. The early history of Marshall is filled with colorful events and people. For example: -At one point the college was sold at public auction to a lady named Salina. She later sold itback, more than doubling her investment. --One principal resigned to join the Union Army shortly after the shelling of Fort Sumter. --Other principals left b()\:aUSe the school's trustees weren't able to come up with money to pay their salaries. One former principal filed suit against the college-and won. -James Beauchamp Clark took over as principal in 1873, but left the following year to get intopolitics. "Champ " Clark went on to become Speaker of the United States House of Representatives. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic melodrama started in 1837 when the good citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to the west-now the city of Huntington-decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home of John Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and named the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known as "Maple Grove, " site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also had served for some time as a subscription school for the area, open but three months each year. It remained a subscription school that summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from Holderby the one and one-fourth acre lot containing their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The fust full school term was conducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as principal for a salary of $500. Virginia's government contributed $213.70 to the school operation that year. Over an eight-year period, the state contnbuted a grand total of $952 .53 before ending its support completely. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. The coming of the Civil War nearly spelled the end of the young college. Lack of financial support, accumulated debts, court action and the war itself forced the school to close its doors in 1861. The property was sold at public auction. Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college-fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be used " .. .for the express purpose of an Academy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as a hospital during part of the conflict. In the fall of 1866, the Southern Methodists made an attempt to regain control of the property, but were unable to raise enough money. Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. After many months of wrangling over location, the Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted approval of a bill establishing a "state normal school " to be located at Marshall College. Not until this time did Marshall begin to recover from the blow it had received at the opening of the Civil War. 
In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levyamounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. l ,  1867, the school's regentspurchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The regents of the state normal schoolalso authorized additions and repairs amounting to about $3,800.During that period, the regents purchased an additional 10 acres of land from William P. Holderby for $1,000. It turned out that there was a lien against the land and the regents had to ask the Legislature to authorize condemnation in order to obtain a valid title. In September, 1868, they obtained 13 and three-quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. This brought the college holdings to a total of 15 acres in order " ... that there might be ample room around the buildings, and that the Steward of the College might be enabled to provide material for his table ... " In 1868, Marshall needed land for farming. A hundred years later, the problem was parking. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial problems continued to plague the school. The Legislature made no appropriation for salaries and expenses for the year 1879-80 and Principal A.D. Chesterman had to struggle to keep the school open with the money received from tuition fees. These were not adequate to provide a proper teaching staff. Matters began to improve during the administration of Thomas E. Hodges (1886-1896) as the 1 state gradually increased its financial support. By 1895, the appropriation reached $4,100 for routine ', expenses-plus $25,000 for a new building. ,1,·\t; During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the first time. The '} 'h 1896 graduating class of 19 also was a record. ' · 1 Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. Corbly, who was to serve 19 years-the longest tenure of ' . )IUlY Marshall president with the exception of Stewart H. Smith (1946-<;8). 11 Corbly's administration marks a major turning point in Marshall's fortunes. Enrollment began a , steady climb, from 258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. During that period the size of the faculty was itripled from nine to 27 and the hl,rary grew from 1,200 volumes to more than 7,000. ; In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" �ment facing the main entrance to the campus on 16th Street. With its completion, Old Main nsisted of five sections. Reading from the east, these were completed in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 907. The first edition of the campus newspaper, The Parthenon, was published in 1898, although ere had been an earlier newspaper with a different name. Interestingly, President Corbly was listed as 
itof of The Parthenon for many years. The first yearbook, "Mirabilia," was published in the spring m 1907 . . · Intercollegiate athletics got their start at Marshall during this period, with the first football team )being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the . , · now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. )� In May, 1907, the board of regents adopted a plan for the reorganization of the college. Among ';, { · othe� things, the plan changed Corbly's title from "principal" to "president" and raised his salary to ''' $2,500 a year. ,.¼.•;/ In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two , years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in college. In 1914, President Corbly recommended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name-a degree-conferring institution." But when Corbly retired in 1915, Marshall was still a thriving junior college. A few years later, however, his hopes were to be realized. In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in education. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead were to see steady physical and academic expansion and the Graduate School was authorized in 1948. In 1961, the Legislature designated Marshall a university. By the fall of 1972 Marshall had an enrollment of 9,469, more than 79 programs of study at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and 1,722 employees, including part-time faculty and staff members. Under the "Plan for Progress" announced by the West Virginia Board of Regents, major additional growth is envisioned for Marshall during the 1970's as it fulfills its role as the state's F ', urban-oriented university.,, . 

